The model we used for the simulations described in the paper was based on a two-compartmental model by Schweighofer et al.
In addition, every compartment has a passive leak current:
Similarly, interaction between compartments is also modeled passively, but takes the surface ratio between compartments into consideration additionally:
Surface ratios: dendrite:soma = 4:1 soma:axon hillock = 20:3
The reversal potentials that were used are as follows:
Reversal potentials (mV)
For modeling the non-linearity of gap junctional coupling between dendritic compartments of cells, the following function from Schweighofer et al. [2] to modify the coupling conductance (set at a maximum of 0.04 throughout all simulations):
In the function above, V denotes the difference in dendritic membrane potentials between coupled cells.
Cells were organized in a grid and connected to up to eight directly neighboring cells without any thoroidal connections occurring. Because of this, cells at the corner of the grid would only be connected directly to three other cells, cells bordering on the edge of the grid would be connected to five other cells and all other cells to eight neighboring cells. Indirectly, all cells were connected.
